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	NAME: Sivaoan
	DESCRIPTION: Sivaoans hail from Sivao (Alpha quadrant). Their culture is at once simple & advanced. While they cling to many of their ancient rituals, they are also aware of technological advancements & adapt to them easily. Sivaoans are very artistic, & have natural talents as artisans & craftsmen. They have a keen vision which allows them to see great distances.Names: In Sivaoan culture, they put great store in names. In their youth this title refers to the place of their birth or their home. After their ritual coming of age Walk, this name will change to reflect the place to which they journeyed to on their Walk. Some examples of names include Hotspring, Cloudshape, Catchclaw, Brightspot, Sunfall, Toolongtail, Whitewhisker, Wintersong, Fetchstorm, & Distantsmoke. The places to (& from) which they take their Walks are; Srallansre, Ennien, Vensre, Allanien, & Sretalles.
	ERA:  TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13: Without children and song, there is no future. The head is harder than the hand.
	Text Field 7: Daring +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Sivaoans are tall, slender-built felinoids who resemble the Tiger or the Ocelot. They are bipedal, covered in a soft, medium-length fur, & have strong, prehensile tails. Their eyes are greenish, & their pupils slit-like, in feline fashion. They have an eidetic memory. Their claws are long, & sharp, & they are not adverse to using them to defend themselves. Their claws [Melee, 1 CD, Vicious 1, Piercing 1].
	TALENTS: Sivoans, or with GM's permission. Must take Emotion Smell talent.
	TALENT NAME 1: Emotion Smell
	TALENT TEXT 1: Sivoans can detect slight chemical changes brought on by changes in mood or emotion in most beings. They receive a bonus 2d20 to detect emotional changes. Success at such a test has the same result as for the Empathy talent. [E6]
	TALENT NAME 2: Prehensile Tail
	TALENT TEXT 2: This talent provides a Sivoan with the ability to hold & operate an additional piece of equipment, like an additional hand. In addition, they  gain 1d20 to any Fitness Test to maintain balance or to climb.
	TALENT NAME 3: Science or Medical Aptitude 
	TALENT TEXT 3: They have an aptitude for scientific study, & are especially adept at Social Sciences & Xenoanthropology. Whenever using the Science or Medicine Discipline, you gain 1d20 for rolls &, if successful, gain 1 momentum for the Obtain Information Spend. It cannot be saved.
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